WHAT THE INITIATIVE DOES
ü Regulates marijuana production and sales
ü Taxes marijuana
ü Generates revenue for
K-12 education
ü Creates jobs
ü Reduces teen access to
marijuana
ü Increases consumer safety
ü Ends marijuana prohibition

WHAT THE INITIATIVE DOES NOT DO
ü Allow for public use
ü Change existing laws regarding driving under the influence
ü Allow unlicensed individuals to sell marijuana
ü Affect employers’ current marijuana policies or restrictions
ü Change existing medical marijuana laws or patient rights

ECONOMIC IMPACT
ü Revenue generated from taxes will cover the
cost of regulation, provide additional funding
for K-12 schools, and contribute to the state’s
coffers.
ü Projected $600 million in annual marijuana
sales.
ü Colorado reported more than a billion dollars
in sales – and $135 million in tax revenue – in
2015 from legitimate, taxpaying businesses
instead of the underground market.
ü Washington has collected nearly $83 million
in marijuana tax revenue since legalization.
ü Tourism is on the rise in both Washington
and Colorado.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
ü Creates thousands of new, taxpaying jobs, with competitive pay and benefits.
ü In Colorado alone, there are approximately 27,000 employees in the industry.
ü Washington has proven that big businesses will stay and even expand where
marijuana is legal.
o Amazon has been expanding in Seattle since Washington legalized marijuana,
adding 1,500 employees after cannabis became legal.
o In the fall of 2016, they will begin building their third Seattle high rise, which will
create space for up to 71,500 employees by 2019.

ü Since legalization, Colorado has had one of the fastest growing economies in
the country, and many young workers have moved there.
ü In 2015, Google broke ground on a 330,000-square foot development
intended to bring 1,500 employees to Boulder, Colorado.

SAFETY
ü 2015 data from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration found that drivers
under the influence of marijuana were no more likely to crash than sober drivers.
ü When releasing 2015 traffic fatality data, the Colorado Department of Transportation
cited alcohol as a factor in 32% of fatalities. They also mentioned failure to wear seat
belts, reckless motorcycle riding, and distracted driving. Marijuana was not mentioned.
ü Legalization will decimate the black market for marijuana. In Colorado, more than 70
percent of marijuana sales now take place in legal businesses. We anticipate that 90
percent of marijuana sales in Nevada will be through legal outlets.
ü According to the Crime in Washington report, marijuana law violations decreased by
63% from 2012 to 2014.
ü Before legalization, a single arrest and prosecution for the possession of marijuana
cost Washington state an estimated $1,000 to $2,000 in police, prosecutor, defense
attorney, and court expenses.

CHILD SAFETY
ü We can reduce teen access to marijuana by shifting sales to
state-licensed, regulated businesses.
ü According to the Department of Public Health and
Environment in Colorado, there has not been a statistically
significant increase in teen use of marijuana since legalization.
ü Nevada will support strict regulations related to edibles,
including maximum THC content regulations, as Colorado has
done to ensure child safety.
ü Nevada businesses will be forced to comply with regulations
requiring child-resistant packaging.

INITIATIVE BENEFITS
üLaw enforcement can focus on serious crimes
üRemove drug cartels & the criminal market
üMore resources to Nevada schools
üCreate jobs
üGenerate tax revenue
üConsumer safety through regulations

QUESTIONS?

